BUSINESS UNIFORMING:
CURATED CORPORATE COLLECTIONS FOR YOUR OFFICE STYLE
A GOOD UNIFORM
IS A STATEMENT.

IT TELLS YOUR EMPLOYEES THEY’RE PART OF A TEAM, TELLS YOUR CLIENTS WHAT TO EXPECT, AND MOST IMPORTANTLY, A GOOD UNIFORM TELLS YOUR STORY.

CORPORATE
Is your company a stalwart corporate institution built on tradition and the strength of your reputation? Project a sense of confidence with updated classics like a 1/4-zip fleece over a colorful, woven button-down.

CASUAL
Perhaps your company is a casual local establishment. Try street-ready styles that can be worn on the way to work, to the gym or for a night out on the town.

COOL
Or maybe your office operates on the cutting edge of cool. If that’s the case, explore styles that emphasize comfort and encourage personality.
BUSINESS UNIFORMING TRENDS

Modern companies are abandoning the “one size fits all” approach to uniforms. Today’s uniform is all about creating a unified office experience and allowing your employees’ personal styles to show through.

The days are numbered for stiff fabrics and restrictive styles. Today’s uniforms are built around fashion basics—polos, wovens and tees—and are enhanced with athleisure features like moisture wicking and performance-shaping that allow for easy movement.

This year, color is at the heart of uniforming trends. Whether you’re making a striking monochromatic statement or adding bold color splashes to accentuate your logo, color is key. For an ultramodern look, think soft pastels when updating your company’s style.

T-shirts and other fashion basics can be combined with traditional business attire like blazers to create a stylish look that works across generations. This sort of mix-and-match flexibility keeps your team looking fresh and ready for anything.
NIKE DRI-FIT HEATHER POLO
474231 | $55.98
Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
3 colors

PORT AUTHORITY® LADIES KNIT BLAZER
LM2000 | $49.98
Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
4 colors

PORT AUTHORITY® LADIES PERFORMANCE FINE JACQUARD POLO
L528 | $21.98
Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
11 colors

NIKE DRI-FIT LEGACY POLO
883681 | $45.98
Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
7 colors

OGIO® PURSUIT MESSENGER
417053 | $65.00
1 color

PORT AUTHORITY® LADIES LONG SLEEVE BUTTON-FRONT BLOUSE
LW700 | $29.98
Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
5 colors

TRENDING NOW: MONOCHROMATIC STATEMENTS
7. **PORT AUTHORITY® SHORT SLEEVE SUPERPRO® TWILL SHIRT**
   **S664** | **$27.98**
   Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
   8 colors

8. **PORT AUTHORITY® LADIES INTERLOCK CARDIGAN**
   **L807** | **$29.98**
   Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
   4 colors

9. **RED HOUSE® LADIES PINPOINT OXFORD NON-IRON SHIRT**
   **RH250** | **$48.00**
   Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
   4 colors

10. **RED HOUSE® TALL PINPOINT OXFORD NON-IRON SHIRT**
    **TLRH240** | **$50.00**
    Tall Sizes: LT-4XLT
    3 colors

11. **PORT AUTHORITY® LADIES WRAP BLOUSE**
    **LW702** | **$27.98**
    Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
    4 colors

12. **PORT AUTHORITY® LADIES LAPTOP TOTE**
    **BG401** | **$25.98**
    1 color
1. **PORT AUTHORITY® COLLECTIVE INSULATED VEST**
   - J903 | $35.98
   - Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
   - 3 colors

2. **RED HOUSE® SLIM FIT NAILHEAD NON-IRON SHIRT**
   - RH390 | $48.00
   - Adult Sizes: XS-2XL
   - 5 colors

3. **OGIO® SURGE RSS PACK**
   - 411073 | $155.00
   - 1 color

4. **PORT AUTHORITY® INTERLOCK 1/4-ZIP**
   - K807 | $28.98
   - Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
   - 4 colors

5. **PORT AUTHORITY® SUPERPRO™ TWILL SHIRT**
   - S663 | $27.98
   - Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
   - 8 colors

6. **OGIO® CONVERT PACK**
   - 91005 | $70.00
   - 2 colors
NIKE LADIES DRI-FIT HEATHER POLO
474455 | $55.98
Ladies Sizes: S-2XL
3 colors

PORT AUTHORITY® FORM BACKPACK
BG212 | $47.98
2 colors

RED HOUSE® LADIES 3/4-SLEEVE NAILHEAD NON-IRON SHIRT
RH690 | $48.00
Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
6 colors

PORT AUTHORITY® LADIES CONCEPT CARDIGAN
L545 | $29.98
Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
2 colors

OGIO® LADIES MELROSE TOTE
414006 | $70.00
2 colors

▼ FOR HER ▼
TRENDING NOW: BOLD COLOR SPLASHES

1. PORT AUTHORITY® LADIES 3/4-SLEEVE CAREFREE POPLIN SHIRT
   LW102 | $21.98
   Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
   6 colors

2. PORT AUTHORITY® SHORT SLEEVE CAREFREE POPLIN SHIRT
   W101 | $19.98
   Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
   6 colors

3. PORT AUTHORITY® LADIES MARLED COCOON SWEATER
   LSW416 | $43.98
   Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
   2 colors

4. BELLA-CANVAS® UNISEX TRIBLEND SHORT SLEEVE TEE
   BC3413 | Call for Pricing
   Unisex Sizes: XS-3XL
   42 colors

5. SPORT-TEK® TALL SPORT-WICK® STRETCH 1/2-ZIP PULLOVER
   TST850 | $35.98
   Adult Sizes: LT-4XLT
   8 colors

6. PORT AUTHORITY® TALL SILK TOUCH™ PERFORMANCE POLO
   TLK540 | $15.98
   Adult Sizes: LT-4XLT
   16 colors
7. **PORT AUTHORITY® LADIES CORE CLASSIC PIQUE POLO**
   L100 | $11.98
   Ladies Sizes: XS-6XL
   16 colors

8. **PORT AUTHORITY® ESSENTIAL ZIP TOTE**
   BG410 | Call for Pricing
   15 colors

9. **PORT AUTHORITY® VALUE FLEECE VEST**
   F219 | $23.98
   Adult Sizes: XS-6XL
   6 colors

10. **PORT AUTHORITY® LONG SLEEVE CAREFREE POPLIN SHIRT**
    W100 | $19.98
    Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
    12 colors

11. **SPORT-TEK® LADIES SPORT-WICK® STRETCH 1/2-ZIP PULLOVER**
    LST850 | $31.98
    Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
    16 colors

12. **PORT AUTHORITY® LADIES SILK TOUCH™ PERFORMANCE POLO**
    L540 | $13.98
    Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
    16 colors

13. **PORT AUTHORITY® COLLECTIVE SMOOTH FLEECE JACKET**
    F904 | $39.98
    Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
    5 colors

14. **PORT AUTHORITY® SILK TOUCH™ PERFORMANCE POLO**
    K540 | $13.98
    Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
    16 colors
CASUAL ENSEMBLES

1. OGIO® FUGITIVE PACK
   711113 | $53.00
   3 colors

2. PORT AUTHORITY® SLIM FIT CAREFREE POPLIN SHIRT
   W103 | $19.98
   Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
   5 colors

3. PORT AUTHORITY® HEATHER MICROFLEECE FULL-ZIP JACKET
   F235 | $29.98
   Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
   4 colors

FOR HIM

4. SPORT-TEK® SPORT-WICK® STRETCH 1/2-ZIP PULLOVER
   ST850 | $31.98
   Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
   11 colors

5. PORT AUTHORITY® RAPID DRY™ MESH POLO
   K573 | $19.98
   Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
   5 colors

6. OGIO® ROCKWELL PACK
   411072 | $60.00
   2 colors
CASUAL ENSEMBLES

7 PORT AUTHORITY® LADIES DIGI STRIPE FLEECE JACKET
L231 | $49.98
Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
4 colors

8 NIKE LADIES DRI-FIT VERTICAL MESH POLO
637165 | $39.98
Ladies Sizes: S-2XL
13 colors

9 OGIO® CORPORATE CITY CORP MESSENGER
711207 | $65.00
3 colors

10 BELLA-CANVAS® UNISEX TRIBLEND SHORT SLEEVE TEE
BC3413 | Call for Pricing
Unisex Sizes: XS-3XL
42 colors

11 PORT AUTHORITY® LADIES COLLECTIVE SMOOTH FLEECE JACKET
L904 | $39.98
Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
5 colors

12 PORT AUTHORITY® ON-THE-GO TOTE
BG411 | Call for Pricing
5 colors

▲ FOR HER ▼
OGIO® LADIES LUUMA COCOON FLEECE
LOG811 | $59.98
Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
3 colors

DISTRICT® WOMEN’S PERFECT WEIGHT® V-NECK TEE
DM1170L | Call for Pricing
Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
12 colors

NEW ERA® FRENCH TERRY BASEBALL FULL-ZIP
NEA503 | $47.98
Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
3 colors

NEW ERA® SUEDED COTTON BLEND CREW TEE
NEA120 | $13.98
Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
6 colors

PORT AUTHORITY® LADIES VALUE FLEECE JACKET
L217 | $27.98
Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
12 colors

ALTERNATIVE WOMEN’S RUNAWAY BLENDED JERSEY V-NECK TEE
AA6046 | Call for Pricing
Ladies Sizes: XS-2XL
6 colors

NEW ERA® SUEDED COTTON BLEND 3/4-SLEEVE BASEBALL RAGLAN TEE
NEA121 | $17.98
Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
5 colors

TRENDING NOW: SOFT PASTELS
OGIO® LADIES TREAD HENLEY
LOG136 | $37.98
Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
3 colors

OGIO® SHUTTLE PACK
411094 | $80.00
4 colors

RED KAP® SLASH POCKET JACKET
CSJT22 | $49.98
Adult Sizes: S-6XL
2 colors

PORT AUTHORITY® SLUB CHAMBRAY SHIRT
W380 | $29.98
Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
2 colors

NEW ERA® LADIES SUEDED COTTON BLEND FULL-ZIP HOODIE
LNEA122 | $33.98
Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
5 colors

DISTRICT® WOMEN’S COSMIC V-NECK TEE
DM465 | Call for Pricing
Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
4 colors

PORT AUTHORITY® CORE SOFT SHELL VEST
J325 | $37.98
Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
3 colors

PORT & COMPANY® PIGMENT-DYED LONG SLEEVE TEE
PC099LS | $13.78
Adult Sizes: S-4XL
20 colors
COOL ENSEMBLES

1. PORT AUTHORITY® DENIM JACKET
   J7620 | $49.98
   Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
   1 color

2. BELLA+CANVAS® UNISEX JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE TEE
   BC3001 | Call for Pricing
   Unisex Sizes: XS-4XL
   95 colors

3. PORT AUTHORITY® MESSENGER BRIEFCASE
   BG304 | $18.98
   5 colors

4. PORT AUTHORITY® CYBER BACKPACK
   BG200 | $31.98
   2 colors

5. DISTRICT® ASTRO TEE
   DT365A | Call for Pricing
   Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
   3 colors

6. NEW ERA® SUEDED COTTON BLEND FULL-ZIP HOODIE
   NEA122 | $33.98
   Adult Sizes: XS-4XL
   4 colors

FOR HIM
**Cool Ensembles**

**10. Bella+Canvas® Unisex Sponge Fleece Full-Zip Hoodie**
- **BC3739** | $29.98
- Unisex Sizes: XS-2XL
- 15 colors

**11. District® Women’s Perfect Tri® Tee**
- **DM130L** | Call for Pricing
- Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
- 11 colors

**12. Port Authority® Essential Tote**
- **B0750** | Call for Pricing
- 16 colors

**7. Port Authority® Medium Felt Tote**
- **BG402M** | Call for Pricing
- 2 colors

**8. District® Women’s Very Important Tee® V-Neck**
- **DT6503** | Call for Pricing
- Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
- 17 colors

**9. Port Authority® Ladies Slub Chambray Shirt**
- **LW380** | $29.98
- Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
- 2 colors

**For Her**

**10. Bella+Canvas® Unisex Sponge Fleece Full-Zip Hoodie**
- **BC3739** | $29.98
- Unisex Sizes: XS-2XL
- 15 colors

**11. District® Women’s Perfect Tri® Tee**
- **DM130L** | Call for Pricing
- Ladies Sizes: XS-4XL
- 11 colors

**12. Port Authority® Essential Tote**
- **B0750** | Call for Pricing
- 16 colors
To protect its reputation and identity, Nike reserves the right to prohibit the addition to any Nike garment of any trademark, name, design or logo of an organization, business, school or team (or for an individual or other entity) that does not meet certain standards. Please contact your representative with any questions. The decoration of any Nike garment with the proprietary mark, name or logo of any professional athletic organization or collegiate institution without the prior written authorization of both the owner of such mark, name or logo and Nike is expressly prohibited. Nike products may not be resold without embellishment.

To protect its reputation and identity, OGIO reserves the right to prohibit the addition to any OGIO product any trademark, name, design or logo that does not meet the high standards of the brand. OGIO products may not be resold without embellishment.

To protect its reputation and identity, Red House reserves the right to prohibit the addition to any Red House product any trademark, name, design or logo that does not meet the high standards of the brand. Please contact your Red House representative with questions. These products may not be resold without embellishment.

To protect its reputation and identity, New Era reserves the right to prohibit the addition to any New Era product any trademark, name, design or logo that does not meet the high standards of the brand. New Era products may not be resold without embellishment.

Alternative® reserves the right to prohibit the addition to any Alternative® product any mark, name, design or logo that does not meet the high standards of the brand. Please contact your sales representative with questions. These products may not be resold without embellishment.

Red Kap® is a registered trademark of VF Imagewear Apparel Corp.

Prices are subject to change. Bags not intended for use by children 12 and under.